The CACI (Computer aided Cosmetology Instrument) is the result of 20 years research by the pioneer of microcurrent therapy, Dr Thomas Wing. This revolutionary treatment has been acclaimed by the international media as probably the most exciting beauty treatment of the last decade. CACI works by combining a unique patented waveform with the naturally occurring bio electric current of the body to achieve instantly visible results on sagging muscles and skin tissue.

CACI Lip plumping treatment benefits

1. Non-invasive treatment
2. A great alternative to fillers
3. Plumps lines and wrinkles
4. Gives you fuller looking lips
5. Re-educates, tones and firms muscles
6. Light therapy stimulates tissue repair
7. Only takes 15 minutes
8. Gives you a youthful appearance

LIP PLUMP

Forget fillers, get those lips looking juicy and luscious for the weekend. A party pout in only 15 minutes.

Using the CACI award winning Amino Lift Peptide Complex and electrical stimulation with red LED light therapy to immediately plump the lips.

Once the skin has been prepared, the Amino Lift Peptide Complex is applied to the specific area. CACI’s wrinkle comb is used to precisely exfoliate wrinkles and lines around the mouth area. Electrical and light stimulation is then delivered from the hand device to fibroblast the cells.

This stimulates a natural increase in collagen and elastin production, also promoting skin repair. Results are immediately visible, but for optimum results a course of 10 is recommended, followed by a monthly top up.